
What Sets This Book Apart?

Creating Informed Citizens
Integrated Science is a straightforward, easy-to-read, but sub-
stantial introduction to the fundamental behavior of matter
and energy in living and nonliving systems. It is intended to
serve the needs of nonscience majors who must complete one
or more science courses as part of a general or basic studies re-
quirement.

Integrated Science provides an introduction to a scientific
way of thinking as it introduces fundamental scientific con-
cepts, often in historical context. Several features of the text
provide opportunities for students to experience the methods
of science by evaluating situations from a scientific point of
view. While technical language and mathematics are important
in developing an understanding of science, only the language
and mathematics needed to develop central concepts is used.
No prior work in science is assumed.

Many features, such as Science and Society readings, as well
as basic discussions of the different branches of science help
students understand how the branches relate. This allows stu-
dents to develop an appreciation of the major developments in
science and an ability to act as informed citizens on matters that
involve science and public policy.

Flexible Organization
The Integrated Science sequence of chapters is flexible, and the
instructor can determine topic sequence and depth of coverage
as needed. The materials are also designed to support a con-
ceptual approach or a combined conceptual and problem-
solving approach. The Integrated Science Instructor’s Manual
offers suggestions for integrating the text’s topics around theme
options. With laboratory studies, the text contains enough ma-
terial for the instructor to select a sequence for a one- or two-
semester course.

“I like the general approach of this text. With respect to
goals, writing style, information presented, and overall
appeal to the nonmajor, I think this textbook is the best
available in the marketplace today.”

—Sarah Cooper, Arcadia University

The Goals of Integrated Science
1. Create an introductory science course aimed at the
nonscience major. The origin of this book is rooted in our
concern for the education of introductory-level students in
the field of science. Historically, nonscience majors had to en-
roll in courses intended for science or science-related majors
such as premeds, architects, or engineers. Such courses are im-

portant for these majors but are mostly inappropriate for
introductory-level nonscience students. To put a nonscience
student in such a course is a mistake. Few students will have
the time or background to move through the facts, equations,
and specialized language to gain any significant insights into
the logic or fundamental understandings; instead, they will
leave the course with a distaste for science. Today, society has
a great need for a few technically trained people but a much
larger need for individuals who understand the process of sci-
ence and its core concepts.

2. Introduce a course that presents a coherent and clear
picture of all science disciplines through an interdiscipli-
nary approach. Recent studies and position papers have
called for an interdisciplinary approach to teaching science to
nonmajors. For example, the need is discussed in Science for
All Americans—Project 2061 (American Association for the
Advancement of Science), National Science Education Stan-
dards (National Research Council, 1994), and Science in the
National Interest (White House, 1994). Interdisciplinary sci-
ence is an attempt to broaden and humanize science educa-
tion by reducing and breaking down the barriers that enclose
traditional science disciplines as distinct subjects.

3. Help instructors build their own mix of descriptive and
analytical aspects of science, arousing student interest and
feelings as they help students reach the educational goals of
their particular course. The spirit of interdisciplinary science
is sometimes found in courses called “General Science,” “Com-
bined Science,” or “Integrated Science.” These courses draw
concepts from a wide range of the traditional fields of science
but are not concentrated around certain problems or questions.
For example, rather than just dealing with the physics of energy,
an interdisciplinary approach might consider broad aspects of
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energy—dealing with potential problems of an energy crisis—
including social and ethical issues. A number of approaches can
be used in interdisciplinary science, including the teaching of
science in a social, historical, philosophical, or problem-solving
context, but there is no single best approach. One of the char-
acteristics of interdisciplinary science is that it is not con-
strained by the necessity of teaching certain facts or by
traditions. It likewise cannot be imposed as a formal discipline,
with certain facts to be learned. It is justified by its success in at-
tracting and holding the attention and interest of students,
making them a little wiser as they make their way toward vari-
ous careers and callings.

4. Humanize science for nonscience majors. Each chapter
presents historical background where appropriate, uses every-
day examples in developing concepts, and follows a logical
flow of presentation. A discussion of the people and events in-
volved in the development of scientific concepts puts a human
face on the process of science. The use of everyday examples
appeals to the nonscience major, typically accustomed to
reading narration, not scientific technical writing, and also
tends to bring relevancy to the material being presented. The
logical flow of presentation is helpful to students not accus-
tomed to thinking about relationships between what is being
read and previous knowledge learned, a useful skill in under-
standing the sciences.

“The philosophy behind the text is appropriate in that the
authors provide an avenue to understanding science for the
nonscience major. . . . This text is written to engage the
student, and once interest in the subject has been generated,
then the motivation to learn follows. In this regard, this text
is an excellent introduction to science. The stated goals of
the authors are very similar to my teaching goals, and I
know of no other text that quite meets these goals in such a
successful manner.”

—Jay R. Yett, Orange Coast College

Valued Input Went into Striving 
to Meet Your Needs
Text development today involves a team that includes authors
and publishers and valuable input from instructors who share
their knowledge and experience with publishers and authors
through reviews and focus groups. Such feedback has shaped
this edition, resulting in reorganization of existing content and
expanded coverage in key areas. This text has continued to
evolve as a result of feedback from instructors actually teach-
ing integrated science courses in the classroom. Reviewers
point out that current and accurate content, a clear writing
style with concise explanations, quality illustrations, and dy-
namic presentation materials are important factors considered
when evaluating textbooks. Those criteria have guided the re-
vision of the Integrated Science text and the development of its
ancillary resources.

New to This Edition
This third edition has several added features that develop so-
ciocultural connections and highlight the integrated nature of

science in order to underscore the relevance of science to stu-
dents’ everyday lives:

■ A core concept map has been added to the beginning of
each chapter. This concept map identifies the central
theme of the chapter and shows how the content of the
chapter supports that theme. In addition, it shows how
the content of the chapter is related to concepts
discussed elsewhere in the text. The core concept map,
combined with the chapter outline and overview, help to
give the student the big picture of the chapter content
and the even bigger picture of the integrated nature of
science.

■ Science and Society boxes relate the chapter’s content to
current societal issues. Many of these boxes also include
questions that are designed to promote classroom discus-
sion and encourage student participation.

■ Myths, Mistakes, and Misunderstandings boxes provide
brief scientific explanations to dispel a societal myth or a
home experiment or project that enables students to see
the fallacy of the myth.

■ For Further Analysis exercises have also been added to the
end of each chapter. This set of exercises may include
analysis or discussion questions, independent investiga-
tions, or activities intended to emphasize societal issues
and develop critical thinking skills and a deeper under-
standing of the chapter content.

■ Invitation to Inquiry exercises have been added to the end
of each chapter. These consist of short, open-ended activi-
ties meant to pique student interest in the chapter content.

A number of organizational changes have also been made
and new topic areas added to the text:

■ Some computational examples have been added back into
the Third Edition, often with an optional heading, to offer
instructors material to place a greater emphasis on
problem solving in their courses, if so desired.

Chapter 1 What Is Science?: The section on pseudoscience has been

expanded, and a Concepts Applied on inverse square law has also been

added.

Chapter 2 Motion: A discussion of fundamental forces was added.

The scope of Newton’s third law has been expanded.

Chapter 3 Energy: A new section on alternative sources of energy has

been included.

Chapter 4 Heat and Temperature: The section on thermometers was

reorganized, while the content on plasma and the thermodynamics

section were expanded.

Chapter 5 Wave Motions and Sound: A Connections box on red shift

was added.

Chapter 6 Electricity: New Connections boxes on Michael Faraday

and Thomas Edison have been included.

Chapter 7 Light: A new Concepts Applied on why the sky is blue has

been added.

Chapter 9 Chemical Reactions: The section on mixtures has been

expanded.

Chapter 11 Nuclear Reactions: There are new Closer Look boxes on

Marie Curie and on how half-life is determined.
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Chapter 12 The Universe: The section on apparent magnitude scale

has been expanded. The material on COBE, WMAP and the age of the

universe has been updated. A Closer Look on Hubble’s Law has also

been added.

Chapter 13 The Solar System: A discussion of the MESSENGER

spacecraft mission has been added, while the information on more

recent missions, such as the Cassini-Huygens mission, Mars Explo-

ration Rovers, Spirit and Opportunity, has been updated. New photos

from the Mars Exploration Rover mission have also been included.

Chapter 14 Earth in Space: This chapter has been restored and

updated from the previous edition. A Closer Look on the celestial

sphere has also been added.

Chapter 15 The Earth (previously chapter 14): There are expanded

sections of coverage, including the rock cycle and surface earthquake

waves. A new section on “ridge-push” and “slab-pull” models of plate

tectonics has been added, complete with illustrations.

Chapter 16 The Earth’s Surface (previously chapter 15): The section

on earthquakes has been reorganized and expanded. The coverage of

the Mount St. Helens volcano has been updated.

Chapter 19 Organic and Biochemistry (previously chapter 18): The

section on nomenclature has been simplified. The discussions of

cholesterol and lipoproteins, stereo isomers as drugs, and thermo-

plastic polymers have all been updated. There are also several revised

graphics and a new Connections box on generic drugs as stereo

isomers.

Chapter 20 The Nature of Living Things (previously chapter 19): The

discussion of photosynthesis and cellular respiration has been moved

into the text and expanded to improve the coverage and simplify the

discussion. A new table describing the levels of organization for living

things has been added. Additional information on microscopes, and

iso-, hyper-, and hypotonic solutions has been incorporated. New

sections on what enzymes are and how they work, and on energy

transfer molecules of living things—ATP—have also been added. This

revised chapter also includes a greatly modified presentation on

mitosis, additional information on cancer, and an abundance of new

figures intended to better address the interests of the nonscience

major.

Chapter 21 The Origin and Evolution of Life (previously chapter 20):

There is a new section on the contributions of Louis Pasteur. A new

Closer Look box on the life of Darwin has been added. Two contem-

porary examples of the process of evolution—changes in beak size of

Darwin’s finches and the evolution of insecticide resistance in poultry

houses—have also been incorporated. There is a new section on the

Hardy-Weinberg concept. The section on domains was rewritten, and

the material on the central dogma was deleted. A new Closer Look on

emerging viral diseases and a Science and Society box on how human

behavior contributes to the development of antibiotic resistance have

been included.

Chapter 22 The History of Life on Earth (previously chapter 21): This

chapter includes a new section on radioactive isotope half-lives and

their importance to radioactive dating. The section on human

evolution has been updated with more recent findings. There are also

several new figures and many new section headings to help the reader

better follow the discussion.

Chapter 23: Ecology and Environment (previously chapter 22):

Several new sections including a discussion of the phosphorus cycle, a

comparison of the population characteristics of more-developed and

less-developed countries, and a discussion of how human population

growth affects the global ecosystem have been added. There are also

many new and revised illustrations intended to better address the

interests of the nonscience major.

Chapter 24 Human Biology: The coverage of materials exchange and

control mechanisms includes many revisions suggested by reviewers.

A new section on skin and a new Closer Look on the dynamic

skeleton have been added. The material on nutrition from chapter 23

in the second edition has been moved to this chapter to improve the

flow of the discussion and to better associate the coverage of nutrition

and the human digestive system. The nutrition material has also been

substantially rewritten.

Chapter 25 Sex and Sexuality: This is a dramatically revised chapter,

partially created from a version of the previous chapter 23. Both the

text and graphics are essentially new to this edition. See the table of

contents for a complete listing of topics.

Chapter 26 Mendelian and Molecular Genetics (previously chapter

25): A new section, Using DNA to Our Advantage, has been added.

This section presents such topics as biotechnology, recombinant

DNA, genetically modified foods, gene therapy, the PCR reaction,

genetic fingerprinting, and cloning. There are also many new and

revised illustrations intended to better address the interests of the

nonscience major.

The Learning System
To achieve the goals stated, this text includes a variety of fea-
tures that should make your study of Integrated Science more ef-
fective and enjoyable. These aids are included to help you
clearly understand the concepts and principles that serve as the
foundation of the integrated sciences.

Overview to Integrated Science
Chapter 1 provides an overview or orientation to integrated sci-
ence in general, and this text in particular. It also describes the
fundamental methods and techniques used by scientists to
study and understand the world around us.

Multidisciplinary Approach

Chapter Outlines
The chapter outline includes all the major topic headings and
subheadings within the body of the chapter. It gives you a quick
glimpse of the chapter’s contents and helps you locate sections
dealing with particular topics.

Core Concept Map
NEW! The concept map identifies a core idea for the chapter
and shows how the topics in the chapter are related to this core
idea. It also outlines that idea’s relationship to other science dis-
ciplines throughout the text. The core concept map, combined
with the chapter outline and overview, help you to see the big
picture of the chapter content and the even bigger picture of
how that content relates to other science discipline areas.

Chapter Overviews
Each chapter begins with an introductory overview. The
overview previews the chapter’s contents and what you can
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expect to learn from reading the chapter. It adds to the general
outline of the chapter by introducing you to the concepts to be
covered. It also expands upon the core concept map, facilitating
in the integration of topics. Finally, the overview will help you
to stay focused and organized while reading the chapter for the
first time. After reading this introduction, browse through the
chapter, paying particular attention to the topic headings and
illustrations so that you get a feel for the kinds of ideas included
within the chapter.

Applying Science to the Real World

Concepts Applied
As you look through each chapter, you will find one or more
Concepts Applied boxes. These activities are simple exercises
that you can perform at home or in the classroom to demon-
strate important concepts and reinforce your understanding of
them. This feature also describes the application of those con-
cepts to your everyday life.

Science and Society
NEW! These readings relate the chapter’s content to current so-
cietal issues. Many of these boxes also include Questions to Dis-
cuss that provide an opportunity to discuss issues with your
peers.

Myths, Mistakes, and Misunderstandings
NEW! These brief boxes provide short, scientific explanations
to dispel a societal myth or a home experiment or project that
enables you to dispel the myth on your own.

�DESCRIBING MOTION
Motion is one of the more common events in your surroundings.
You can see motion in natural events such as clouds moving, rain
and snow falling, and streams of water, all moving in a never-
ending cycle. Motion can also be seen in the activities of people
who walk, jog, or drive various machines from place to place.
Motion is so common that you would think everyone would in-
tuitively understand the concepts of motion, but history indi-
cates that it was only during the past three hundred years or so
that people began to understand motion correctly. Perhaps the
correct concepts are subtle and contrary to common sense, re-
quiring a search for simple, clear concepts in an otherwise com-
plex situation. The process of finding such order in a multitude
of sensory impressions by taking measurable data, and then in-
venting a concept to describe what is happening, is the activity
called science. We will now apply this process to motion.

24 Chapter Two Motion

In chapter 1, you learned some “tools and
rules” and some techniques for finding order
in your surroundings. Order is often found in

the form of patterns, or relationships between
quantities that are expressed as equations.
Equations can be used to (1) describe proper-
ties, (2) define concepts, and (3) describe how
quantities change relative to one another. In all
three uses, patterns are quantified, conceptual-
ized, and used to gain a general understanding
about what is happening in nature.

In the study of science, certain parts of
nature are often considered and studied togeth-
er for convenience. One of the more obvious
groupings involves movement. Most objects
around you appear to spend a great deal of time
sitting quietly without motion. Buildings, rocks,

utility poles, and trees rarely, if ever, move from
one place to another. Even things that do move
from time to time sit still for a great deal of time.
This includes you, automobiles, and bicycles
(figure 2.1). On the other hand, the Sun, the
Moon, and starry heavens always seem to move,
never standing still. Why do things stand still?
Why do things move?

Questions about motion have captured the
attention of people for thousands of years. But
the ancient people answered questions about
motion with stories of mysticism and spirits that
lived in objects. It was during the classic Greek
culture, between 600 B.C. and 300 B.C., that
people began to look beyond magic and spirits.
One particular Greek philosopher, Aristotle,
wrote a theory about the universe that offered

not only explanations about things such as
motion but also offered a sense of beauty, order,
and perfection. The theory seemed to fit with
other ideas that people had and was held to be
correct for nearly two thousand years after it was
written. It was not until the work of Galileo and
Newton during the 1600s that a new, correct
understanding about motion was developed.The
development of ideas about motion is an amaz-
ing and absorbing story. You will learn in this
chapter how to describe and use some proper-
ties of motion. This will provide some basic
understandings about motion and will be very
helpful in understanding some important
aspects of astronomy and the earth sciences, as
well as the movement of living things.

�

Physics Connections
■ Mechanical work is the product

of a force and the distance an
object moves as a result of the
force (Ch 3).

■ Resonance occurs when the
frequency of an applied force
matches a natural frequency 
(Ch 5).

Astronomy Connections
■ Gravity pulls clouds of gas

together in space to form stars
(Ch 12).

■ The solar system may have
formed when gas, dust, and
elements from a previously
existing star were pulled together
by gravity into a large disk 
(Ch 12).

A net force is required for any
change in a state of motion.

Inertia is the tendency of an object to remain in
unchanging motion when the net force is zero (p 32).

The force of gravity uniformly accelerates falling objects
(p 34).

Every object retains its state of rest or straight-line
motion unless acted upon by an unbalanced force

(p 37).

All objects in the universe are attracted to all
other objects in the universe (p 45).

Core Concept

O V E R V I E W

What is motion? Consider a ball that you notice one morn-
ing in the middle of a lawn. Later in the afternoon, you notice
that the ball is at the edge of the lawn, against a fence, and you
wonder if the wind or some person moved the ball. You do not
know if the wind blew it at a steady rate, if many gusts of wind
moved it, or even if some children kicked it all over the yard. All
you know for sure is that the ball has been moved because it is
in a different position after some time passed. These are the two
important aspects of motion: (1) a change of position and
(2) the passage of time.

If you did happen to see the ball rolling across the lawn in
the wind, you would see more than the ball at just two locations.
You would see the ball moving continuously. You could con-
sider, however, the ball in continuous motion to be a series of in-
dividual locations with very small time intervals. Moving
involves a change of position during some time period. Motion
is the act or process of something changing position.

Life Science Connections
■ Biomechanics is the application

of principles of motion to living
things (Ch 20).

Earth Science Connections
■ Earth’s surface is made up of

large, rigid plates that move from
applied forces.

Chapter Eight Atoms and Periodic Properties 181

Table 8.3 Electron Configuration for the First 
Twenty Elements

Atomic Number Element Electron Configuration

1 Hydrogen 1s1

2 Helium 1s2

3 Lithium 1s22s1

4 Beryllium 1s22s2

5 Boron 1s22s22p1

6 Carbon 1s22s22p2

7 Nitrogen 1s22s22p3

8 Oxygen 1s22s22p4

9 Fluorine 1s22s22p5

10 Neon 1s22s22p6

11 Sodium 1s22s22p63s1

12 Magnesium 1s22s22p63s2

13 Aluminum 1s22s22p63s23p1

14 Silicon 1s22s22p63s23p2

15 Phosphorus 1s22s22p63s23p3

16 Sulfur 1s22s22p63s23p4

17 Chlorine 1s22s22p63s23p5

18 Argon 1s22s22p63s23p6

19 Potassium 1s22s22p63s23p64s1

20 Calcium 1s22s22p63s23p64s2

Figure 8.14
A matrix showing the order in which the orbitals are filled. Start at the top
left, then move from the head of each arrow to the tail of the one immediate-
ly below it.This sequence moves from the lowest-energy level to the next
higher level for each orbital.
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There are two types of scientific research: basic and
applied. Basic research is driven by a search for un-
derstanding and may or may not have practical ap-
plications. Applied research has a goal of solving
some practical problems rather than just looking for
understanding.

Some people feel that all research should result
in something practical, so all research should be ap-
plied. Hold that thought while considering if the fol-
lowing research discussed in this chapter is basic or
applied:

1. J. J.Thomson investigates cathode rays.
2. Robert Millikan measures the charge of an

electron.
3. Ernest Rutherford studies radioactive particles

striking gold foil.
4. Niels Bohr proposes a solar system model of

the atom by applying the quantum concept.

5. Erwin Schrödinger proposes a
model of the atom based on the wave
nature of the electron.

Questions to Discuss:
1. Would we ever have developed a model of

the atom if all research had to be practical?

Science and Society Atomic Research

C O N C E P T S  A P P L I E D

Firework Configuration
Certain strontium (atomic number 38) chemicals are used to add the pure
red color to flares and fireworks.Write the electron configuration of stron-
tium and do this before looking at the solution below.

First, note that an atomic number of 38 means a total of thirty-eight
electrons. Second, refer to the order of filling the matrix in figure 8.14.
Remember that only two electrons can occupy an orbital, but there are
three orientations of the p orbital, for a total of six electrons. There are

likewise five possible orientations of the d orbital, for a total of ten elec-
trons. Starting at the lowest energy level, two electrons go in 1s, making
1s2; then two go in 2s, making 2s2.That is a total of four electrons so far.
Next, 2p6 and 3s2 use eight more electrons, for a total of twelve so far.The
3p6, 4s2, 3d10, and 4p6 use up twenty-four more electrons, for a total of
thirty-six.The remaining two go into the next sublevel, 5s2, and the com-
plete answer is

Strontium: 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 4s2 3d10 4p6 5s2

2

Describing Motion
Measuring Motion

Speed
Velocity
Acceleration

Forces
Horizontal Motion on Land

Falling Objects
A Closer Look: A Bicycle Racer’s

Edge
Compound Motion

Vertical Projectiles
Horizontal Projectiles

Laws of Motion
Newton’s First Law of

Motion
Newton’s Second Law of

Motion
Weight and Mass
Newton’s Third Law of

Motion

Momentum
Conservation of

Momentum
Impulse

Forces and Circular Motion
Newton’s Law of Gravitation
A Closer Look: Space Station

Weightlessness

C H A P T E R  T W O

Motion

O U T L I N E

Information about the mass of a hot air balloon and forces on the balloon will enable you to predict if it is going to move up, down, or drift across the river.
This chapter is about such relationships between force, mass, and changes in motion.
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306 Chapter Fourteen Earth in Space

center of the Sun and Earth, and daylight and night are of equal
length. These are called the equinoxes after the Latin meaning
“equal nights.” The spring equinox (also called the vernal equi-
nox) occurs on about March 21 and identifies the beginning of
the spring season. The autumnal equinox occurs on about Sep-
tember 23 and identifies the beginning of the fall season.

The relationship between the apparent path of the Sun on
the celestial sphere and the seasons is shown in figure 14.7.
The celestial equator is a line on the celestial sphere directly
above Earth’s equator. The equinoxes are the points on the ce-
lestial sphere where the ecliptic, the path of the Sun, crosses
the celestial equator. Note also that the summer solstice oc-
curs when the ecliptic is 23.5° north of the celestial equator,
and the winter solstice occurs when it is 23.5° south of the ce-
lestial equator.

Rotation
Observing the apparent turning of the celestial sphere once a
day and seeing the east-to-west movement of the Sun, Moon,
and stars, it certainly seems as if it is the heavenly bodies and not
Earth doing the moving. You cannot sense any movement, and
there is little apparent evidence that Earth indeed moves. Evi-
dence of a moving Earth comes from at least three different ob-
servations: (1) the observation that the other planets and the
Sun rotate, (2) the observation of the changing plane of a long,
heavy pendulum at different latitudes on Earth, and (3) the ob-
servation of the direction of travel of something moving across,
but above, Earth’s surface, such as a rocket.

Other planets, such as Jupiter, and the Sun can be observed
to rotate by keeping track of features on the surface such as the
Great Red Spot on Jupiter and sunspots on the Sun. While such
observations are not direct evidence that Earth also rotates, they
do show that other members of the solar system spin on their
axes. As described earlier, Jupiter is also observed to be oblate,
flattened at its poles with an equatorial bulge. Since Earth is also
oblate, this is again indirect evidence that it rotates, too.

The most easily obtained and convincing evidence about
Earth’s rotation comes from a Foucault pendulum, a heavy mass
swinging from a long wire. This pendulum is named after the
French physicist Jean Foucault, who first used a long pendulum
in 1851 to prove that Earth rotates. Foucault started a long,
heavy pendulum moving just above the floor, marking the plane
of its back-and-forth movement. Over some period of time, the
pendulum appeared to slowly change its position, smoothly
shifting its plane of rotation. Science museums often show this
shifting plane of movement by setting up small objects for the
pendulum to knock down. Foucault demonstrated that the pen-
dulum actually maintains its plane of movement in space (iner-
tia) while Earth rotates eastward (counterclockwise) under the
pendulum. It is Earth that turns under the pendulum, causing
the pendulum to appear to change its plane of rotation. It is dif-
ficult to imagine the pendulum continuing to move in a fixed

Figure 14.6
The length of daylight during each season is determined by the relationship of
Earth’s shadow to the tilt of the axis. At the equinoxes, the shadow is perpen-
dicular to the latitudes, and day and night are of equal length everywhere. At
the summer solstice, the North Pole points toward the Sun and is completely
out of the shadow for a twenty-four-hour day. At the winter solstice, the North
Pole is in the shadow for a twenty-four-hour night.The situation is reversed
for the South Pole.

Summer
solstice

Autumnal
equinox

Winter
solstice

Spring
equinox

Figure 14.7
The position of the Sun on the celestial sphere at the solstices and the
equinoxes.
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C O N C E P T S  A P P L I E D

Sunrise, Sunset
Make a chart to show the time of sunrise and sunset for a month.
Calculate the amount of daylight and darkness. Does the sunrise change
in step with the sunset, or do they change differently? What models can
you think of that would explain all your findings?

MYTHS, MISTAKES, AND MISUNDERSTANDINGS

Moon Mistake
It is a common misunderstanding that it is Earth’s shadow that creates the
moon phases. In fact, the moon phases are caused by our viewing differ-
ent parts of the Moon that are in sunlight and not in sunlight.

Chapter Four Heat and Temperature 75

scale were eventually changed to something more consistent, the
freezing point and the boiling point of water at normal atmo-
spheric pressure. The original scale was retained with the new
reference points, however, so the “odd” numbers of 32°F (freez-
ing point of water) and 212°F (boiling point of water under nor-
mal pressure) came to be the reference points. There are 180
equal intervals, or degrees, between the freezing and boiling
points on the Fahrenheit scale.

The Celsius scale was invented by Anders C. Celsius, a
Swedish astronomer, in about 1735. The Celsius scale uses the
freezing point and the boiling point of water at normal atmo-
spheric pressure, but it has different arbitrarily assigned values.
The Celsius scale identifies the freezing point of water as 0°C
and the boiling point as 100°C. There are 100 equal intervals, or
degrees, between these two reference points, so the Celsius scale
is sometimes called the centigrade scale.

There is nothing special about either the Celsius scale or
the Fahrenheit scale. Both have arbitrarily assigned numbers,
and one is no more accurate than the other. The Celsius scale
is more convenient because it is a decimal scale and because
it has a direct relationship with a third scale to be described
shortly, the Kelvin scale. Both scales have arbitrarily assigned
reference points and an arbitrary number line that indicates
relative temperature changes. Zero is simply one of the points
on each number line and does not mean that there is no tem-

perature. Likewise, since the numbers are relative measures of
temperature change, 2° is not twice as hot as a temperature of
1° and 10° is not twice as hot as a temperature of 5°. The
numbers simply mean some measure of temperature relative
to the freezing and boiling points of water under normal
conditions.

You can convert from one temperature to the other by con-
sidering two differences in the scales: (1) the difference in the de-
gree size between the freezing and boiling points on the two
scales, and (2) the difference in the values of the lower reference
points.

The Fahrenheit scale has 180° between the boiling and
freezing points (212°F � 32°F) and the Celsius scale has 100° be-
tween the same two points. Therefore, each Celsius degree is
180/100 or 9/5 as large as a Fahrenheit degree. Each Fahrenheit
degree is 100/180 or 5/9 of a Celsius degree. In addition, consid-
ering the difference in the values of the lower reference points
(0°C and 32°F) gives the equations for temperature conversion.

equation 4.1

equation 4.2

 TC �
5
9

 1TF � 32° 2

 TF �
9
5

 TC � 32°

Goose Bumps and Shivering
to produce more heat, making up for heat loss through involuntary muscle

contractions called “shivering.” The greater the need for more body heat,

the greater the activity of shivering.

If the environmental temperatures rise above about 25°C (77°F), the

body triggers responses that causes it to lose heat. One response is to

make blood vessels in the skin larger, which increases blood flow in the

skin.This brings more heat from the core to be conducted through the skin,

then radiated away. It also causes some people to have a red blush from

the increased blood flow in the skin. This action increases conduction

through the skin, but radiation alone provides insufficient cooling at envi-

ronmental temperatures above about 29°C (84°F). At about this tempera-

ture, sweating begins and perspiration pours onto the skin to provide

cooling through evaporation. The warmer the environmental temperature,

the greater the rate of sweating and cooling through evaporation.

The actual responses to a cool, cold, warm, or hot environment will

be influenced by a person’s level of activity, age, and gender, and environ-

mental factors such as the relative humidity, air movement, and combina-

tions of these factors. Temperature is the single most important comfort

factor. However, when the temperature is high enough to require perspi-

ration for cooling, humidity also becomes an important factor in human

comfort.

Connections . . .�

For an average age and minimal level of activity, many people feel com-

fortable when the environmental temperature is about 25°C (77°F).

Comfort at this temperature probably comes from the fact that the body

does not have to make an effort to conserve or get rid of heat.

Changes in the body that conserve heat occur when the temperature

of the air and clothing directly next to a person becomes less than 20°C,

or if the body senses rapid heat loss. First, blood vessels in the skin are

constricted. This slows the flow of blood near the surface, which reduces

heat loss by conduction. Constriction of skin blood vessels reduces body

heat loss, but may also cause the skin and limbs to become significantly

cooler than the body core temperature (producing cold feet, for example).

Sudden heat loss, or a chill, often initiates another heat-saving action

by the body. Skin hair is pulled upright, erected to slow heat loss to cold

air moving across the skin. Contraction of a tiny muscle attached to the

base of the hair shaft makes a tiny knot, or bump on the skin. These are

sometimes called “goose bumps” or “chill bumps.”Although “goose bumps”

do not significantly increase insulation in humans, the equivalent response

in birds and many mammals elevates hairs or feathers and greatly

enhances insulation.

Further cooling after the blood vessels in the skin have been con-

stricted results in the body taking yet another action.The body now begins

�
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SUMMARY
A water molecule consists of two hydrogen atoms and an oxygen atom

with bonding and electron pairs in a tetrahedral arrangement. This re-

sults in a bent molecular arrangement, with 105° between the hydrogen

atoms. Electrons spend more time around the oxygen, producing a polar

molecule, with centers of negative and positive charge. Polar water mole-

cules interact. The force of attraction is called a hydrogen bond. The hy-

drogen bond accounts for the decreased density of ice, the high heat of

fusion, and the high heat of vaporization of water. The hydrogen bond is

also involved in the dissolving process.

A solution is a homogeneous mixture of ions or molecules of two or

more substances. The substance present in the large amount is the sol-

vent, and the solute is dissolved in the solvent. If one of the components

is a liquid, however, it is called the solvent.

Fluids that mix in any proportion are called miscible fluids, and im-

miscible fluids do not mix. Polar substances dissolve in polar solvents but

not nonpolar solvents, and the general rule is like dissolves like. Thus, oil,

a nonpolar substance, is immiscible in water, a polar substance.

The relative amount of solute in a solvent is called the concentration

of a solution. Concentrations are measured (1) in parts per million (ppm)

or parts per billion (ppb), (2) percent by volume, the volume of a solute per

100 volumes of solution, (3) percent by weight, the weight of solute per

100 weight units of solution, and (4) salinity, the mass of salts in 1 kg of

solution.

Acid rain is a general term used to describe any acidic
substances, wet or dry, that fall from the atmosphere.
Wet acidic deposition could be in the form of rain, but
snow, sleet, and fog could also be involved. Dry acidic
deposition could include gases, dust, or any solid par-
ticles that settle out of the atmosphere to produce an
acid condition.

Pure, unpolluted rain is naturally acidic. Carbon
dioxide in the atmosphere is absorbed by rainfall,
forming carbonic acid (H2CO3). Carbonic acid lowers
the pH of pure rainfall to a range of 5.6 to 6.2. De-
caying vegetation in local areas can provide more
CO2, making the pH even lower. A pH range of 4.5 to
5.0, for example, has been measured in remote areas
of the Amazon jungle. Human-produced exhaust
emissions of sulfur and nitrogen oxides can lower the
pH of rainfall even more, to a 4.0 to 5.5 range.This is
the pH range of acid rain.

The sulfur and nitrogen oxides that produce
acid rain come from exhaust emissions of industries
and electric utilities that burn coal and from the ex-
haust of cars, trucks, and buses (box figure 10.1).The
emissions are sometimes called “SOx” and “NOx ,.”
which is read “socks” and “knox.” The x subscript im-
plies the variable presence of any or all of the oxides,
for example, nitrogen monoxide (NO), nitrogen diox-
ide (NO2), and dinitrogen tetroxide (N2O4) for NOx.

SOx and NOx are the raw materials of acid rain
and are not themselves acidic.They react with other
atmospheric chemicals to form sulfates and nitrates,
which combine with water vapor to form sulfuric acid
(H2SO4) and nitric acid (HNO3).These are the chemi-
cals of concern in acid rain.

Many variables influence how much and how
far SOx and NOx are carried in the atmosphere and if
they are converted to acid rain or simply return to the
surface as a dry gas or particles. During the 1960s
and 1970s, concerns about local levels of pollution
led to the replacement of short smokestacks of about
60 m (about 200 ft) with taller smokestacks of about

200 m (about 650 ft).This reduced the local levels of
pollution by dumping the exhaust higher in the at-
mosphere where winds could carry it away. It also set
the stage for longer-range transport of SOx and NOx

and their eventual conversion into acids.
There are two main reaction pathways by which

SOx and NOx are converted to acids: (1) reactions in
the gas phase and (2) reactions in the liquid phase,
such as in water droplets in clouds and fog. In the gas
phase, SOx and NOx are oxidized to acids, mainly by
hydroxyl ions and ozone, and the acid is absorbed by
cloud droplets and precipitated as rain or snow. Most

of the nitric acid in acid rain and about one-
fourth of the sulfuric acid is formed in gas-
phase reactions. Most of the liquid-phase reactions
that produce sulfuric acid involve the absorbed SOx

and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), ozone, oxygen, and
particles of carbon, iron oxide, and manganese oxide
particles.These particles also come from the exhaust
of fossil fuel combustion.

Acid rain falls on land, bodies of water, forests,
crops, buildings, and people. Concerns about acid
rain center on its environmental impact on lakes,
forests, crops, materials, and human health. Lakes in
different parts of the world, for example, have been
increasing in acidity over the past fifty years. Lakes
in northern New England, the Adirondacks, and
parts of Canada now have a pH of less than 5.0, and
correlations have been established between lake
acidity and decreased fish populations.Trees, mostly
conifers, are dying at unusually rapid rates in the
northeastern United States. Red spruce in Vermont’s
Green Mountains and the mountains of New York
and New Hampshire have been affected by acid
rain, as have pines in New Jersey’s Pine Barrens. It
is believed that acid rain leaches essential nutrients,
such as calcium, from the soil and mobilizes alu-
minum ions. The aluminum ions disrupt the water
equilibrium of fine root hairs, and when the root
hairs die, so do the trees.

Human-produced emissions of sulfur and ni-
trogen oxides from burning fossil fuels are the cause
of acid rain. The heavily industrialized northeastern
part of the United States, from the Midwest through
New England, releases sulfur and nitrogen emissions
that result in a precipitation pH of 4.0 to 4.5.This re-
gion is the geographic center of the nation’s acid rain
problem. The solution to the problem is found in
(1) using fuels other than fossil fuels and (2) reduc-
ing the thousands of tons of SOx and NOx that are
dumped into the atmosphere per day when fossil fu-
els are used.

A Closer Look Acid Rain
�

Box Figure 10.1
Natural rainwater has a pH of 5.6 to 6.2.
Exhaust emissions of sulfur and nitrogen
oxides can lower the pH of rainfall to a range
of 4.0 to 5.5.The exhaust emissions come
from industries, electric utilities, and
automobiles. Not all emissions are as visible
as those pictured in this illustration.

Closer Look and Connections
Each chapter of Integrated Science also includes one or more
Closer Look readings that discuss topics of special human or
environmental concern, topics concerning interesting techno-
logical applications, or topics on the cutting edge of scientific
research. These readings enhance the learning experience by
taking a more detailed look at related topics and adding con-
crete examples to help you better appreciate the real-world ap-
plications of science.

In addition to the Closer Look readings, each chapter
contains concrete interdisciplinary Connections that are high-
lighted. Connections will help you better appreciate the 
interdisciplinary nature of the sciences. The Closer Look and
Connections readings are informative materials that are sup-
plementary in nature. These boxed features highlight valuable
information beyond the scope of the text and relate intrinsic
concepts discussed to real-world issues, underscoring the rele-
vance of integrated science in confronting the many issues we
face in our day-to-day lives. They are identified with the fol-
lowing icons:

“A Closer Look: The Compact Disc was, again, an excellent
application of optics to everyday life and to something
modern students thrive on—CDs and DVDs.”

—Treasure Brasher, West Texas A&M University

“Connections—wonderful!!!. . . .great addition. . . . A Closer
Look . . . excellent. Clear, interesting, good figures. You have
presented crucial information in a straightforward and
uncompromising way.”

—Megan M. Hoffman, Berea College
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SUMMARY
Stars are theoretically born in clouds of hydrogen gas and dust in the

space between other stars. Gravity pulls huge masses of hydrogen gas to-

gether into a protostar, a mass of gases that will become a star. The proto-

star contracts, becoming increasingly hotter at the center, eventually

reaching a temperature high enough to start nuclear fusion reactions be-

tween hydrogen atoms. Pressure from hot gases balances the gravitational

contraction, and the average newborn star will shine quietly for billions

of years. The average star has a dense, hot core where nuclear fusion re-

leases radiation, a less dense radiation zone where radiation moves out-

ward, and a thin convection zone that is heated by the radiation at the

bottom, then moves to the surface to emit light to space.

The brightness of a star is related to the amount of energy and light

it is producing, the size of the star, and the distance to the star. The

apparent magnitude is the brightness of a star as it appears to you. To

compensate for differences in brightness due to distance, astronomers

calculate the brightness that stars would have at a standard distance. This

standard-distance brightness is called the absolute magnitude.

Stars appear to have different colors because they have different sur-

face temperatures. A graph of temperature by spectral types and bright-

ness by absolute magnitude is called the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram, or

H-R diagram for short. Such a graph shows that normal, mature stars fall

on a narrow band called the main sequence of stars. Where a star falls on

the main sequence is determined by its brightness and temperature,

which in turn are determined by the mass of the star. Other groups of

stars on the H-R diagram have different sets of properties that are deter-

mined by where they are in their evolution.

The life of a star consists of several stages, the longest of which is the

main sequence stage after a relatively short time as a protostar. After using

up the hydrogen in the core, a star with an average mass expands to a red

giant, then blows off the outer shell to become a white dwarf star, which

slowly cools to a black lump of carbon. The blown-off outer shell forms

a planetary nebula, which disperses over time to become the gas and dust

of interstellar space. More massive stars collapse into neutron stars or

black holes after a violent supernova explosion.

Galaxies are the basic units of the universe. The Milky Way galaxy

has three distinct parts: (1) the galactic nucleus, (2) a rotating galactic disk,

and (3) a galactic halo. The galactic disk contains subgroups of stars that

move together as galactic clusters. The halo contains symmetrical and

tightly packed clusters of millions of stars called globular clusters.

All the billions of galaxies can be classified into groups of four

structures: elliptical, spiral, barred, and irregular. Evidence from four

different astronomical and physical “clocks” indicates that the galaxies

formed some 13.7 billion years ago, expanding ever since from a com-

mon origin in a big bang. The big bang theory describes how the uni-

verse began by expanding.

APPLYING THE CONCEPTS
1. Stars twinkle and planets do not twinkle because

a. planets shine by reflected light, and stars produce their own
light.

b. all stars are pulsing light sources.

c. stars appear as point sources of light, and planets are disk
sources.

d. All of the above are correct.

2. Which of the following stars would have the longer life spans?

a. the less massive

b. between the more massive and the less massive

c. the more massive

d. All have the same life span.

3. A bright blue star on the main sequence is probably

a. very massive.

b. less massive.

c. between the more massive and the less massive.

d. None of the above is correct.

4. The basic property of a main sequence star that determines
most of its other properties, including its location on the H-R
diagram, is

a. brightness.

b. color.

c. temperature.

d. mass.

5. All the elements that are more massive than the element iron
were formed in a

a. nova.

b. white dwarf.

c. supernova.

d. black hole.

absolute magnitude (p. 261)

apparent magnitude (p. 260)

big bang theory (p. 269)

black hole (p. 266)

Cepheid variable (p. 263)

convection zone (p. 260)

core (p. 260)

dark energy (p. 270)

dark matter (p. 271)

galactic clusters (p. 267)

galaxy (p. 266)

globular clusters (p. 267)

Hertzsprung-Russell diagram 
(p. 262)

light-year (p. 259)

main sequence stars (p. 262)

nebulae (p. 259)

neutron star (p. 265)

protostar (p. 259)

pulsar (p. 266)

radiation zone (p. 260)

red giant stars (p. 262)

supernova (p. 265)

white dwarf stars (p. 263)
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6. If the core remaining after a supernova has a mass between 1.5
and 3 solar masses, it collapses to form a

a. white dwarf.

b. neutron star.

c. red giant.

d. black hole.

7. The basic unit of the universe is a

a. star.

b. solar system.

c. galactic cluster.

d. galaxy.

8. The relationship between the different shapes of galaxies is

a. spherical galaxies form first, which flatten out to elliptical
galaxies, then spin off spirals until they break up in irregular
shapes.

b. irregular shapes form first, which collapse to spiral galaxies,
then condense to spherical shapes.

c. There is no relationship as the different shapes probably
resulted from different rates of swirling gas clouds.

d. None of the above is correct.

9. Dark energy calculations and the age of cooling white dwarfs
indicate that the universe is about how old?

a. 6,000 years

b. 4. 5 billion years

c. 13.7 billion years

d. 100,000 billion years

10. Whether the universe will continue to expand or will collapse
back into another big bang seems to depend on what property
of the universe?

a. the density of matter in the universe

b. the age of galaxies compared to the age of their stars

c. the availability of gases and dust between the galaxies

d. the number of black holes

Answers
1. c 2. a 3. a 4. d 5. c 6. b 7. d 8. c 9. c 10. a

QUESTIONS FOR THOUGHT
1. What is a light-year and how is it defined?

2. Why are astronomical distances not measured with standard
referent units of distance such as kilometers or miles?

3. Which size of star has the longest life span, a star sixty times
more massive than the Sun, one just as massive as the Sun, or a
star that has a mass of one-twenty-fifth that of the Sun? Explain.

4. What is the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram? What is the
significance of the diagram?

5. Describe, in general, the life history of a star with an average
mass like the Sun.

6. What, if anything, is the meaning of the Hubble classification
scheme of the galaxies?

7. What is a nova? What is a supernova?

8. Describe the theoretical physical circumstances that lead to the
creation of (a) a white dwarf star, (b) a red giant, (c) a neutron
star, (d) a black hole, and (e) a supernova.

9. Describe the two forces that keep a star in a balanced, stable
condition while it is on the main sequence. Explain how these
forces are able to stay balanced for a period of billions of years
or longer.

10. What is the source of all the elements in the universe that are
more massive than helium but less massive than iron? What is
the source of all the elements in the universe that are more
massive than iron?

11. What is a red giant star? Explain the conditions that lead to the
formation of a red giant. How can a red giant become brighter
than it was as a main sequence star if it now has a lower surface
temperature?

12. Describe the structure of the Milky Way galaxy. Where are new
stars being formed in the Milky Way? Explain why they are
formed in this part of the structure and not elsewhere.

FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS
1. A star is 513 light-years from Earth. During what event in

history did the light now arriving at Earth leave the star?

2. What are the significant differences between the life and
eventual fate of a massive star and an average-sized star such as
the Sun?

3. Analyze when apparent magnitude is a better scale of star
brightness and when absolute magnitude is a better scale of star
brightness.

4. What is the significance of the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram?

5. The Milky Way galaxy is a huge, flattened cloud of spiral arms
radiating out from the center. Describe several ideas that explain
why it has this shape. Identify which idea you favor and explain
why.

Measurement, Thinking, Scientific Methods: This icon identifies inter-

disciplinary concepts and understandings concerned with people

trying to make sense out of their surroundings by making observa-

tions, measuring, thinking, developing explanations for what is

observed, and experimenting to test those explanations.

Environmental Science: This icon identifies interdisciplinary concepts

and understandings about the problems caused by human use of the

natural world and remedies for those problems.

End-of-Chapter Features
At the end of each chapter you will find the following materials:

■ Summary: highlights the key elements of the chapter
■ Summary of Equations (chapters 1–9, 11): highlights the key

equations to reinforce your retention of them
■ Key Terms: page-referenced where you will find the terms

defined in context
■ Applying the Concepts: a multiple choice quiz to test your

comprehension of the material covered
■ Questions for Thought: designed to challenge you to demonstrate

your understandings of the topic
■ Parallel Exercises (chapters 1–9, 11): There are two groups of

parallel exercises, Group A and Group B. The Group A parallel

exercises have complete solutions worked out, along with useful

comments in appendix D. The Group B parallel exercises are

General: This icon identifies interdisciplinary topics that cross over

several categories; for example, life sciences and technology.

Life: This icon identifies interdisciplinary life science topics, meaning

connections concerning all living organisms collectively: plant life,

animal life, marine life, and any other classification of life.

Technology: This icon identifies interdisciplinary technology topics,

that is, connections concerned with the application of science for the

comfort and well being of people, especially through industrial and

commercial means.
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similar to those in Group A but do not contain answers in the

text. By working through the Group A parallel exercises and

checking the solution in appendix D, you will gain confidence in

tackling the parallel exercises in Group B and thus reinforce

your problem-solving skills.
■ NEW! For Further Analysis: exercises include analysis or

discussion questions, independent investigations, and activities

intended to emphasize critical thinking skills and societal issues,

and develop a deeper understanding of the chapter content.
■ NEW! Invitation to Inquiry: exercises that consist of short, open-

ended activities that allow you to apply investigative skills to the

material in the chapter.

“I look for summaries that touch on all the high points and
that lead students to recognize the most important aspects
of the chapter. Any exercises should take the material that
the students have learned and require applying that
material to a new situation. . . . I also appreciate having a
number of objective-type questions that the students can
answer to see if they have mastered the terminology and
data presented in the chapter. The end-of-chapter material
is well done.”

—Jay R. Yett, Orange Coast College

End-of-Text Material
At the back of the text, you will find appendices that will give
you additional background details, charts, and answers to chap-
ter exercises. There are also a glossary of all key terms, an index
organized alphabetically by subject matter, and special tables
printed on the inside covers for reference use.
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Box Figure 12.2
Pioneer plaque symbology.

INVITATION TO INQUIRY
IT KEEPS GOING,
AND GOING, AND . . .
Pioneer 10 was the first space probe to visit an outer planet of our solar

system. It was launched March 2, 1972, and successfully visited Jupiter

on June 13, 1983. After transmitting information and relatively close-up

pictures of Jupiter, Pioneer 10 continued on its trajectory, eventually

becoming the first space probe to leave the solar system. It continued to

move silently into deep space and sent the last signal on January 22,

2003, when it was 12.2 billion km (7.6 billion mi) from Earth. It will now

continue to drift for the next 2 million years toward the star Aldebaran

in the constellation Taurus.

As the first human-made object out of the solar system, Pioneer 10

carries a gold-plated plaque with the image shown in box figure 12.2.

Perhaps intelligent life will find the plaque and decipher the image to

learn about us. What information is in the image? Try to do your own

deciphering to reveal the information. When you have exhausted your

efforts, see grin.hq.nasa.gov/ABSTRACTS/GPN-2000-001623.html.

For more on the Pioneer 10 mission, see nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/nwc/

tmp/1972-012A.html.
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�WORKING WITH EQUATIONS
Many of the problems of science involve an equation, a shorthand way

of describing patterns and relationships that are observed in nature.

Equations are also used to identify properties and to define certain con-

cepts, but all uses have well-established meanings, symbols that are

used by convention, and allowed mathematical operations. This ap-

pendix will assist you in better understanding equations and the

reasoning that goes with the manipulation of equations in problem-

solving activities.

Background
In addition to a knowledge of rules for carrying out mathematical op-

erations, an understanding of certain quantitative ideas and concepts

can be very helpful when working with equations. Among these help-

ful concepts are (1) the meaning of inverse and reciprocal, (2) the con-

cept of a ratio, and (3) fractions.

The term inverse means the opposite, or reverse, of something. For

example, addition is the opposite, or inverse, of subtraction, and divi-

sion is the inverse of multiplication. A reciprocal is defined as an inverse

multiplication relationship between two numbers. For example, if the

symbol n represents any number (except zero), then the reciprocal of n

is 1/n. The reciprocal of a number (1/n) multiplied by that number (n)

always gives a product of 1. Thus, the number multiplied by 5 to give 1

is 1/5 (5 � 1/5 � 5/5 � 1). So 1/5 is the reciprocal of 5, and 5 is the re-

ciprocal of 1/5. Each number is the inverse of the other.

The fraction 1/5 means 1 divided by 5, and if you carry out the di-

vision, it gives the decimal 0.2. Calculators that have a 1/x key will do

the operation automatically. If you enter 5, then press the 1/x key, the

answer of 0.2 is given. If you press the 1/x key again, the answer of 5 is

given. Each of these numbers is a reciprocal of the other.

A ratio is a comparison between two numbers. If the symbols m

and n are used to represent any two numbers, then the ratio of the num-

ber m to the number n is the fraction m/n. This expression means to di-

vide m by n. For example, if m is 10 and n is 5, the ratio of 10 to 5 is 10/5,

or 2:1.

Working with fractions is sometimes necessary in problem-solving

exercises, and an understanding of these operations is needed to carry out

unit calculations. It is helpful in many of these operations to remember

that a number (or a unit) divided by itself is equal to 1; for example,

When one fraction is divided by another fraction, the operation

commonly applied is to “invert the denominator and multiply.” For ex-

ample, 2/5 divided by 1/2 is

5 inches

5 inches
� 1

inch

inch
� 1

5

5
� 1

What you are really doing when you invert the denominator of the

larger fraction and multiply is making the denominator (1/2) equal to

1. Both the numerator (2/5) and the denominator (1/2) are multiplied

by 2/1, which does not change the value of the overall expression. The

complete operation is

Symbols and Operations
The use of symbols seems to cause confusion for some students because

it seems different from their ordinary experiences with arithmetic. The

rules are the same for symbols as they are for numbers, but you cannot

do the operations with the symbols until you know what values they

represent. The operation signs, such as �, �, �, and �, are used with

symbols to indicate the operation that you would do if you knew the

values. Some of the mathematical operations are indicated several ways.

For example, a � b, a ⋅ b, and ab all indicate the same thing, that a is to

be multiplied by b. Likewise, a � b, a/b, and a � 1/b all indicate that a

is to be divided by b. Since it is not possible to carry out the operations

on symbols alone, they are called indicated operations.

Operations in Equations
An equation is a shorthand way of expressing a simple sentence with

symbols. The equation has three parts: (1) a left side, (2) an equal sign

(�), which indicates the equivalence of the two sides, and (3) a right

side. The left side has the same value and units as the right side, but the

two sides may have a very different appearance. The two sides may also

have the symbols that indicate mathematical operations (�, �, �, and

so forth) and may be in certain forms that indicate operations (a/b, ab,

and so forth). In any case, the equation is a complete expression that

states the left side has the same value and units as the right side.

Equations may contain different symbols, each representing

some unknown quantity. In science, the expression “solve the equa-

tion” means to perform certain operations with one symbol (which

represents some variable) by itself on one side of the equation. This

single symbol is usually, but not necessarily, on the left side and is not

present on the other side. For example, the equation F � ma has the

symbol F on the left side. In science, you would say that this equation
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A
abiotic factors nonliving parts of an
organism’s environment

absolute humidity a measure of the actual
amount of water vapor in the air at a given
time—for example, in grams per cubic meter

absolute magnitude a classification scheme
to compensate for the distance differences to
stars; calculations of the brightness that stars
would appear to have if they were all at a
defined, standard distance

absolute scale temperature scale set so that
zero is at the theoretical lowest temperature
possible, which would occur when all
random motion of molecules has ceased

absolute zero the theoretical lowest
temperature possible, which occurs when all
random motion of molecules has ceased

abyssal plain the practically level plain of the
ocean floor

acceleration a change in velocity per change
in time; by definition, this change in velocity
can result from a change in speed, a change
in direction, or a combination of changes in
speed and direction

accretion disk fat bulging disk of gas and
dust from the remains of the gas cloud that
forms around a protostar

acetylcholine a neurotransmitter secreted
into the synapse by many axons and received
by dendrites

acetylcholinesterase an enzyme present in
the synapse that destroys acetylcholine

achondrites homogeneously textured stony
meteorites

acid any substance that is a proton donor
when dissolved in water; generally
considered a solution of hydronium ions in
water that can neutralize a base, forming a
salt and water

acid-base indicator a vegetable dye used to
distinguish acid and base solutions by a color
change

acquired characteristics characteristics an
organism gains during its lifetime that are
not genetically determined and therefore
cannot be passed on to future generations

active transport use of a carrier molecule to
move molecules through a cell membrane in
a direction opposite that of the
concentration gradient; the carrier requires
an input of energy other than the kinetic
energy of the molecules

adenine a double-ring nitrogenous-base
molecule in DNA and RNA; the
complementary base of thymine or uracil

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) a molecule
formed from the building blocks of adenine,
ribose, and phosphates; it functions as the
primary energy carrier in the cell

aerobic cellular respiration the biochemical
pathway that requires oxygen and converts
food, such as carbohydrates, to carbon
dioxide and water; during this conversion, it
releases the chemical-bond energy as ATP
molecules

air mass a large, more or less uniform body
of air with nearly the same temperature and
moisture conditions throughout

air mass weather the weather experienced
within a given air mass; characterized by
slow, gradual changes from day to day

alcohol an organic compound with a general
formula of ROH, where R is one of the
hydrocarbon groups; for example, methyl or
ethyl

aldehyde an organic molecule with the
general formula RCHO, where R is one of
the hydrocarbon groups; for example, methyl
or ethyl

alkali metals members of family IA of the
periodic table, having common properties of
shiny, low-density metals that can be cut
with a knife and that react violently with
water to form an alkaline solution

alkaline earth metals members of family IIA
of the periodic table, having common
properties of soft, reactive metals that are less
reactive than alkali metals

alkanes hydrocarbons with single covalent
bonds between the carbon atoms

alkenes hydrocarbons with a double covalent
carbon-carbon bond

alkyne hydrocarbon with a carbon-carbon
triple bond

alleles alternative forms of a gene for a
particular characteristic (e.g., attached-
earlobe and free-earlobe are alternative
alleles for ear shape)

alpha particle the nucleus of a helium atom
(two protons and two neutrons) emitted as
radiation from a decaying heavy nucleus;
also known as an alpha ray

alpine glaciers glaciers that form at high
elevations in mountainous regions

alternating current an electric current that
first moves one direction, then the opposite
direction with a regular frequency

alternation of generations a term used to
describe that aspect of the life cycle in which
there are two distinctly different forms of an
organism; each form is involved in the
production of the other, and only one form
is involved in producing gametes

alveoli tiny sacs that are part of the structure
of the lungs where gas exchange takes place

amino acids organic molecules that join to
form polypeptides and proteins

amp unit of electric current; equivalent to
C/s

ampere full name of the unit amp

amplitude the extent of displacement from
the equilibrium condition; the size of a wave
from the rest (equilibrium) position

anaphase the third stage of mitosis,
characterized by dividing of the centromeres
and movement of the chromosomes to the
poles

androgens male sex hormones produced by
the testes that cause the differentiation of
typical internal and external genital male
anatomy

angle of incidence angle of an incident
(arriving) ray or particle to a surface;
measured from a line perpendicular to the
surface (the normal)

angle of reflection angle of a reflected ray or
particle from a surface; measured from a line
perpendicular to the surface (the normal)

angular momentum quantum number in
the quantum mechanics model of the atom,
one of four descriptions of the energy state
of an electron wave; this quantum number
describes the energy sublevels of electrons
within the main energy levels of an atom

annular eclipse occurs when the penumbra
reaches the surface of Earth; as seen from
Earth, the Sun forms a bright ring around
the disk of the Moon

anorexia nervosa a nutritional deficiency
disease characterized by severe, prolonged
weight loss for fear of becoming obese

Antarctic Circle parallel identifying the limit
toward the equator where the Sun appears
above the horizon all day for six months
during the summer; located at 66.5°S
latitude

anther the sex organ in plants that produces
the pollen that contains the sperm

antibody a globular protein molecule made
by the body in response to the presence of a
foreign or harmful molecule called an
antigen; these molecules are capable of
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“. . . many books addressing similar disciplines have a
tendency to talk over a student’s head, making a student
frustrated further in a class they do not want to be
attending. . . . Personally I would admit that Integrated
Science has a slight edge. The glossary seems up-to-date and
centers in on words many nonscience majors may not
understand.”

—David J. DiMattio, St. Bonaventure University

Multimedia Supplements

Digital Content Manager CD
Electronic art at your fingertips! This cross-platform CD ROM
provides you with visuals from the text in multiple formats. You
can easily create customized classroom presentations, visually
based tests and quizzes, dynamic content for a course website,
or attractive printed support materials. Available on this CD are
the following resources in digital formats. These items have also
been placed into PowerPoint files for ease of use:

■ Art and Photo Library: Full-color digital files of all of the

illustrations and many of the photos in the text can be readily

incorporated into lecture presentations, exams, or custom-made

classroom materials.
■ Worked Example Library and Table Library: Access the worked

examples and tables from the text in electronic format for

inclusion in your classroom resources.
■ Animations Library: Files of animations and videos covering

various topics are included so that you can easily make use of

these animations in a lecture or classroom setting.
■ Lecture Outlines: Lecture notes, incorporating illustrations and

animated images, have been written to the third edition text.

They are provided in PowerPoint format so that you may use

these lectures as written or customize them to fit your lecture.

engage students. CPS allows instructors to motivate student
preparation, interactivity, and active learning. Instructors re-
ceive immediate feedback to gauge which concepts students
understand. Questions covering the content of the Integrated
Science text and formatted for the CPS eInstruction software
are available on the Integrated Science Online Learning Center.

Online Learning Center
The Online Learning Center is an online repository for teach-
ing and learning aids for the Integrated Science text. It houses
downloadable and printable versions of traditional ancillaries
plus a wealth of online content in an instructor’s edition and a
student edition.

Instructor’s Edition of the Online Learning Center:
The text-specific Online Learning Center includes the fully down-
loadable instructor’s manual. The instructor’s manual, written by
the text authors, provides chapter outlines, an introduction and
summary for each chapter, suggestions for discussion and
demonstrations, and multiple-choice questions (with answers)
that can be used as resources for cooperative learning. It also in-
cludes answers and solutions to all end-of-chapter questions and
exercises not provided in the text. Additionally, the instructor’s
edition of the online learning center features integration theme
ideas and syllabi contributed by instructors who are presently
teaching the Integrated Science course across the country.

The Online Learning Center also contains the instructor’s
edition of the lab manual, visuals from the text in jpeg format,
over two hundred animations, questions for use with personal
response systems, a feedback page, and many other features.

Student Edition of the Online Learning Center:
Students can use the Online Learning Center to study in a vari-
ety of ways, including: scorable practice quizzes, additional self-
assessment quizzes, animations, puzzles and flashcards that use
key terms and definitions from the text, an online glossary, a ca-
reer center, and web links.

xvi Preface

Classroom Performance System
The Classroom Performance System (CPS) by eInstruction
brings interactivity into the classroom or lecture hall. It is a
wireless response system that gives the instructor and students
immediate feedback from the entire class. The wireless re-
sponse pads are essentially remotes that are easy to use and

Instructor’s Testing and Resource CD-ROM
The Instructor’s Testing and Resource CD-ROM contains the
Integrated Science test bank (over seven hundred test questions in
a combination of true/false and multiple choice formats) within
McGraw-Hill’s EZ Test testing software. EZ Test is a flexible and
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